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WHAT’S WORKING? 
 
• Two generation approaches such as Steve Dow’s CAP-Tulsa 
 
• Demystifying the research on reading for parents. They quickly 

“get it” and it leads them to the library. 
 
• Treating parents as leaders. “Yes, parents are teachers but they 

are also leaders,” said Guiterrez. She noted the United Parent 
Leadership Action Network, formed two years go, mobilizes parents 
to help shape policy and programs. “Think of parents as expert 
leaders on what impacts their families,” she said.  

 
 

  
WHAT’S CHALLENGING? 
Missing the cultural context: Said Yolie Flores, GLR Chief Program 
Officer: “We need to be more intentional in thinking about parents' cultural 
context. We need to learn from families about their challenges. No single 
parent engagement strategy is sufficient; parent engagement should not 
always look the same, because they come from different experiences. We 
have to challenge ourselves not to ‘be right’ and for parents to have their 
own wisdom and insight. No one loves their kids more than parents and  
yet we still invest so little in building a good relationship with them. They 
can be our best ally if we bring them along as peers and partners.” 

 

 
WHAT’S NEEDED 
  
• Change our language and tone. Don’t say “learning disability” says 

Priscilla Rodriguez, of the Poses Family Foundation, which runs the 
Understood,org website. Say “learning and attention” issues. This is 
not just more respectful, but more accurate. And it conveys and 
understanding of the journey that parents are on.  
 

• Bring parents into the mix sooner, says Kimberly Brenneman of 
the Heising-Simons Foundation. “We need to not just hear from them 
but co-construct with them,” she said.  

  
KEY TAKEAWAYS, INSIGHTS & NEXT STEPS  
 
In response to a question on what funders want to see from those 
seeking grants to empower parents, Rodriquez said they want to 
see that you’ve listened to those you want to help. “Show us you 
have done focus groups. We are not going to help you build that 
new thing unless it matters and is needed. We need grantees to 
have a commitment to feedback.”  
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